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Experienced Wilkinson Staff
When we say that our staff have years of experience, we really do mean it. We recently stumbled
across an image from April 2000 which shows Patrick Cooke assembling a chandelier in our old
Catford workshop and a second which was taken just last month in our current Bredgar workshop,
assembling another chandelier.
Patrick has worked at
Wilkinson for 31 years and
we have a number of staff
that have been with us for
over 20 years. Their range of
skills are vast and varied
from the years they have
spent working on a huge
assortment of lighting.
Our skilled glass cutters have
also been at the company for
many years and they
currently have an apprentice
working alongside them,
with the intention to pass on
their skills and knowledge to
him for the future.
Matt satin and clear bulbs
Last month we told you about the release of Sudron’s
new filament LED’s, in the image to the right you can
see all three variations of this bulb that we have
available. All are 1w, giving you a 90% energy saving
in comparison to tungsten bulbs. A 25,000 hour life
with a 2 year guarantee and at 2700k they give off a
nice warm glow. Unfortunately these filament bulbs
are not currently dimmable.
All priced at £8.95 + vat each. Discounts offered for
50+ bulbs.
Did you know….
…that we do not have a summer closure period. We are open throughout the summer months, as
we complete the cleaning of lighting in a number of private members clubs during their closures. It
is also a good time to complete any restoration on chandeliers and any glass repairs. If you have
cleaning requirements or repairs that need completing at any time of the year, just let us know.
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